We use regional scale numerical models of mantle convection to investigate the simple hypothesis that seismically anomalous thin patches of Earth's lowermost mantle, termed "ultralow-velocity zones" or ULVZ, are derived from partial melting of ordinary mantle. The models span the lower 500 km of Earth's mantle, employ both temperature and melting-related contributions to buoyancy, and include a cold randomly moving downwelling introduced from above to maintain a thermal boundary layer. Partial melting of ordinary mantle introduces a ubiquitous partially molten layer above an isothermal core-mantle boundary as a consequence of its isothermal and isobaric conditions, although it naturally develops variations in thickness greater than two orders of magnitude, with the thickest portions occurring at the base of upwelling plumes and a thin layer elsewhere. We find that only a dense partially molten mixture produces partial melt distributions that are compatible with seismic observations of ULVZ; however, if such a melt percolates downward a dense basal liquid layer accumulates above the core-mantle boundary. The apparent requirement of a volumetrically dense and non-percolating melt phase in the lowermost mantle presents serious problems for the hypothesis that ULVZ arise from melting of ordinary mantle, and suggests that such features likely form as a consequence of more complex processes. Furthermore, these considerations suggest that the solidus of ordinary mantle is a reasonable upper bound on the present day temperature of the CMB.
Introduction
The proposition that 5-40 km thick portions of the lowermost mantle are partially molten (Williams and Garnero, 1996) may carry significant implications for the thermo-chemical state of the core-mantle boundary (CMB) region and provide important insights into the structure and dynamics of the lowermost mantle . Seismological studies indicate that seismic waves passing at or in close proximity to the CMB in some regions exhibit substantially reduced seismic wave velocities, which have been termed "ultralow-velocity zones" or "ULVZ" (Garnero and Helmberger, 1996) . The inference of partial melt is based upon a reported three times stronger reduction in shear wave velocity relative to compressional wave velocity (Williams and Garnero, 1996) , with estimated melt fractions falling between 5 and 30% depending upon whether the melt forms a well-connected or poorly connected topology (Berryman, 2000) .
ULVZ are often implied to be limited in lateral extent , and some attempts have been made to systematically map their distribution at the CMB (e.g., . However, other studies have argued for the existence of a very thin (ca. 1 km) ubiquitous global layer of partial melt away from ULVZ based on the analysis of high-frequency seismic waves (Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997; Garnero and Jeanloz, 2000; Ross et al., 2004) . Studies with somewhat lower effective resolutions (≈ 3 km), on the other hand, failed to find a similar ubiquitous signal along the CMB (Persh et al., 2001) . Therefore, in order for ULVZ to simply be a thicker manifestation of an otherwise ubiquitous global thin partial melt layer, substantial variations in its thickness are required with the thinnest portions perhaps being significantly smaller than 3 km and the thickest portions being as much as several tens of km in vertical extent. ULVZ are usually inferred to be more dense than surrounding mantle (Rost and Revenaugh, 2003; Rost et al., 2005) ; however, a large uncertainty still exists in a variety of seismic studies (e.g., those employing diffracted phases) due to trade-offs in seismic properties (Williams and Garnero, 1996) . Variations in thickness of a dense basal layer must be supported by correlated variations in patterns of deformation in the lowermost mantle, and such observations therefore carry important implications for the dynamics of the core-mantle boundary region.
The internal structure of ULVZ might also be heterogeneous. Strong lateral heterogeneity and anisotropy at the very base of the mantle in some regions might be associated with ULVZ-related processes . Additionally, recent results indicate that the basal layer, where detected, does not always exhibit the characteristic three times reduction in S-wave velocity relative to P-waves (e.g., Avants et al., 2006) , and therefore may not be partially molten in all locations. The tops of ULVZ do not always reflect seismic waves in a manner consistent with discontinuous jumps in seismic velocity, implying a diffuse upper boundary (Reasoner and Revenaugh, 2000; Persh et al., 2001; Rondenay and Fischer, 2003) . However, notable examples of strong reflections have also been found, such as the southwest Pacific where a combination of constraints may yield density estimates for ULVZ (Rost et al., 2005) .
ULVZ appear to be strongest in regions that are correlated with surface hot spot volcanism (Williams et al., 1998) , suggestive of ULVZ being rooted beneath deep-seated mantle plumes arising from the D region (Morgan, 1971) . Indeed, Helmberger et al. (1998) argued that the presence of a ULVZ ≈ 40 km thick and 250 km wide beneath the North Atlantic lends credibility to the hypothesis that a deep-seated mantle plume is responsible for the hotspot volcanism in Iceland. Locations of detected ULVZ are correlated with a combination of strong lateral seismic velocity gradients and low seismic velocity in D (Luo et al., 2001 ; that predominantly occur along the edges of the two large low shear velocity provinces (LLSVPs) in the lower mantle beneath the Pacific (e.g., Romanowicz and Gung, 2002) and Africa (e.g., Wen, 2001) . Torsvik et al. (2006) recently argued that the edges of LLSVPs are highly correlated with the original locations of LIPs for the past 200 million years. The origin of these LLSVPs has been attributed to a variety of mechanisms, such as large "superplumes" arising due to a strong increase in thermal conductivity with temperature (Matyska et al., 1994) , plume "clusters" caused by the sweeping up of smaller thermal instabilities by the large-scale mantle circulation (Schubert et al., 2004) , or the accumulation of chemically distinct material which is swept into piles by the mantle circulation (e.g., Tackley, 1998) . The latter hypothesis has received a great deal of attention from the mantle dynamics community (e.g., Christensen, 1984; Davies and Gurnis, 1986; Hansen and Yuen, 1988; Sleep, 1988; Olson and Kincaid, 1991; Gurnis, 1986; Christensen, 1989; Kellogg and King, 1993; Tackley, 1998 Tackley, , 2002 Nakagawa and Tackley, 2004; Xie and Tackley, 2004a, b; McNamara and Zhong, 2004) , and appears to be compatible with the observed seismic heterogeneity of the lowermost mantle (Tackley, 2002; McNamara and Zhong, 2005) , the analysis of coupled variations in shear and bulk wave speeds that require compositional as well as thermal variations in these regions (e.g., Trampert et al., 2004) , and may satisfy some geochemical constraints if these piles represent reserviors of subducted oceanic crust (e.g., Christensen and Hoffmann, 1994; Coltice and Ricard, 1999; Xie and Tackley, 2004a, b) . recently argued that the detection of a lens of post-perovskite in the mid-Pacific LLSVP probably requires it to be chemically distinct (perhaps enriched in Fe) in order for this type of structure to occur in both seismically fast and slow regions of D .
The preferential accumulation of ULVZs at the edges of LLSVPs is easily explained if they are chemically distinct piles of material. This is because any object embedded along the core-mantle boundary (e.g., ULVZ) will be carried with the mantle circulation and tend to accumulate where this flow field converges. Dense piles of material naturally develop an internal countercirculation (e.g., Kellogg and King, 1993) such that mantle flow along the core-mantle boundary converges at the edges (Fig. 1 ), in accordance with observations (Luo et al., 2001 ). On the other hand, accumulation of ULVZ at the edges of LLSVPs is not straightforwardly explained if these features represent large "super-plumes" or plume clusters, which predict that ULVZ should be strongest directly beneath LLSVPs. Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of the counter-circulation induced by the plate-scale mantle flow inside a dense chemical pile (grey) in the lowermost mantle (e.g., Kellogg and King, 1993) . The mantle flow (arrows) is driven predominantly by the buoyancy of subducted oceanic lithosphere (black). A matching of velocities at the pile edge requires downwelling flow in the middle of the pile and a return flow along the core-mantle boundary (CMB) such that the pile edges are a location of preferential flow convergence. Any object embedded along the CMB (e.g., ULVZ) will therefore be preferentially deposited at pile edges.
Several mechanisms for producing partial melts at the CMB have been proposed. The simplest is partial melting of the mantle itself (Williams and Garnero, 1996) . The uncertainties for the temperature of the CMB as well as the deep mantle solidus are likely large enough to to permit this scenario, though some (e.g., Boehler, 2000) have argued that the core may be too cool, and the solidus too high to allow for this possibility. In its simplest form, this would lead to ubiquitous melting of the lowermost mantle where the geotherm intersects the solidus just above the CMB (Revenaugh and Meyer, 1997) , or be concentrated by localized processes, e.g., magma chamber-like heat pumps (Morse, 2001) . Others (e.g., Helffrich and Kaneshima, 2004) have argued that the solidus must be an upper bound on core temperature, because the distribution of partial melting that would occur cannot be consistent with the observed seismic heterogeneity in D . Duffy and Ahrens (1992) , on the other hand, argue for the extensive presence of small degrees of partial melt throughout the lowermost mantle to explain decoupled P-and S-wave velocity variations. Partial melting of abnormally fertile "chunks" of mantle is another possibility. It has been suggested that portions of subducted ocean crust may melt at CMB conditions, even if a "typical" pyrolite (or its residuum) does not produce significant amounts of melt (Ohtani and Maeda, 2001; Jellinek and Manga, 2004) .
It is to be expected that any chemical segregation accompanying partial melting in the deep mantle would create an observable geochemical signal that might be detected at the surface, e.g., in hotspot volcano products associated with deep-seated mantle plumes. An enrichment of the melt phase in iron and radiogenic elements such as uranium relative to MgSiO 3 -perovskite has been reported in diamond anvil cell experiments (Knittle, 1998) . Recent experiments on trace element partitioning between expected lower mantle phase assemblages and melt have shown that many otherwise incompatible elements (e.g., the large ion lithophile elements) will preferentially partition into CaSiO 3 -perovskite (Corgne and Wood, 2002; Hirose et al., 2004) . Some of the expected geochemical signals have been shown to be consistent with those observed in some volcanic products ; however, it is not straightforward to distinguish whether this is due to ongoing or past melting events in the lower mantle.
Core-mantle reactions are another possibility for creating a thin layer of dense material which might explain the occurrence of ULVZ (Manga and Jeanloz, 1996) . Several different reactions between solid mantle components and the outer core have been proposed (e.g., Knittle and Jeanloz, 1991; Dubrovinsky et al., 2001 Dubrovinsky et al., , 2004 , whose products should generally be a mixture of solids and liquids (Walker et al., 2002) . Considerable debate has arisen regarding whether Pt/Re/Os systematics observed in some hot spot volcano products represent firm evidence of core-mantle reactions (e.g., Brandon and Walker, 2005 , and references therein).
Solid "sediments" might crystallize within, and rise upward from, a light element saturated outer core and compact onto the base of the mantle (Buffett et al., 2000) . This kind of mechanism is designed to produce a given electrical conductivity profile in the CMB region to explain core-mantle electro-magnetic coupling, and is not meant to specifically account for the origin of ULVZ. However, it is another way of producing a mixture of partly liquid material, which might then be swept into concentrated piles by the larger-scale mantle circulation impinging upon the core-mantle boundary.
Other mechanisms have also been proposed to account for the presence of ULVZ. Steinbach and Yuen (1999) suggested that viscous heating in the conduit of rising plumes could lead to temperatures greater than the core-mantle boundary, possibly leading to partial melting of the mantle in a manner that does not require the presence of melt away from plumes. Melting of subducted Archean banded-iron formations formed as a consequence of atmospheric oxidation and exsolution of iron in the oceans has also been posited (Dobson and Brodholt, 2005) ; however, it is unclear whether this kind of material in the form of a thin veneer atop subducting slabs would be able to segregate from the bulk mantle flow, and whether the volume would be sufficient to retain a persistent layer in the presence of continual mantle entrainment by convection currents (e.g., Sleep, 1988 ) over a time scale that is roughly half the age of Earth. Recently, Mao et al. (2006) proposed that Fe-rich post-perovskite forming at the base of the mantle could account for the anomalous properties of ULVZ without requiring the presence of partial melt. However, it is not clear whether post-perovskite is stable at the very base of the mantle (Hernlund et al., 2005) even in regions that are modestly enriched in Fe . On the other hand, more extreme Fe-enrichment in a thin veneer above the CMB might stabilize post-perovskite, but raises questions regarding whether it would in fact be a solid at CMB temperatures.
The above-mentioned mechanisms are not mutually exclusive, nor are they necessarily exhaustive. Indeed, it would be surprising if only one were responsible for producing materials with distinct chemical and physical properties at the CMB. For example, chemical components originating from the core could be mixed into the lower mantle and cause "fluxed" partial melting. The mantle clearly exhibits a finite range of chemical heterogeneity, and it is not reasonable to suppose that all of the present varieties would be in chemical equilibrium with the outer core if they were brought into contact at the CMB by convection. Thus some degree of chemical reactions are inevitable; however, the nature of any reaction products remains less certain.
One important difference between a chemically distinct and mantle phase change origin for ULVZ is the expected density anomaly that would result. ULVZ produced by a phase change (e.g., partial melting) of ordinary mantle cannot differ from the surrounding mantle density by more than a few percent without straining credibility, while chemically distinct ULVZ could have much greater density depending upon the bulk chemistry. If we assume that ULVZ is a mixture of typical lower mantle silicate solids (specific density of 5.5) and an unknown fluid ranging from a mantle partial melt (within a few % of mantle density) to pure outer core fluid (specific density of 9.9), then it is straightforward to show how the fluid composition influences the overall ULVZ bulk density. This is shown schematically in Fig. 2 , where a range of 5-30% in fluid fraction is imposed as an additional constraint (Berryman, 2000) . A maximum ULVZ specific density of around 6.8 is implied by this example, while a minimum of around a couple percent smaller than ordinary mantle density is a reasonable lower bound.
Because most observations of ULVZ are made using seismic phases that diffract along the core-mantle boundary, some uncertainties can arise in interpreting whether observed ULVZ lie mostly in the mantle, or perhaps represent structure entirely at the top of the outer core (e.g., . To a very good approximation, ULVZ should maintain isostatic equilibrium as a consequence of the low viscosity expected of material at the high temperatures of the CMB (see Fig. 3 ). Consider a ULVZ of total thickness h and density ρ u intermediate between the core ρ c and mantle ρ m , i.e. ρ m < ρ u < ρ c . The thickness of the portion of ULVZ inside the mantle h m and inside the core h c (= h − h m ) are then related to one another by a simple column density balance, i.e. h c (ρ c − ρ u ) = h m (ρ u − ρ m ). If ULVZ density is more than a few percent higher than ordinary mantle, significant protrusions of ULVZ into the outer core are to be expected where they become thicker. For the upper bound of ρ u ≈ 6.8 estimated above, the effective core side topography of such protrusions is as high as 2/5 the mantle side topography. This could be large enough to overwhelm the contribution of dynamic topography along the core-mantle boundary, which is expected to vary by up to 2 km in the vicinity of upwelling plumes (e.g., Olson et al., 1987) . However, Fig. 3 . Illustration of the isostatic balance expected to be maintained by ULVZ embedded along the CMB. An increased mantle-side thickness will be accompanied by a compensatory core-side protrusion. Prevention of the flattening out of ULVZ must be maintained by mantle flow, shown schematically by the arrows.
ULVZ will cause a depression of the core-mantle interface beneath upwellings while dynamic topography has the opposite tendency, and so the net effect could actually be a lessening (or reversal) of the expected amplitude of core-mantle boundary topography. A particular ULVZ location probed recently by Rost et al. (2005) has an inferred thickness of 8.5 km and density anomaly of 10%, which should contribute 1 km of variation to CMB topography due to isostasy alone.
Much attention regarding the physical implications of ULVZ has been focused upon the core. In particular, angular momentum exchange between the core and mantle detected as decadal variations in the length of day can be explained by an electro-magnetic torque exerted upon the base of the mantle in an electrically conductive layer (e.g., Buffett, 1996) . Although ULVZ appear to be an attractive option for producing this effect, Poirier et al. (1998) have shown that the necessary conductivity increase could only arise from metal infiltration into the mantle from the core, a process which they estimate cannot attain the necessary thickness required to achieve a sufficient total conductance. Other mechanisms to enhance the thickness of penetration of core material into the mantle have recently been proposed, such as the suction mechanism of Kanda and Stevenson (2006) , or shear-induced transfer mechanisms that rely upon poro-elasticity (Petford et al., 2005) . The core sediment mechanism of Buffett et al. (2000) is designed to circumvent the apparent difficulty of iron entrainment by offering a continuous flux of solids from below; however, this mechanism requires small grain sizes. A layer formed by such a mechanism would inevitably be deformed and transported by mantle flow to become preferentially deposited where it converges along the CMB. The resultant lateral variability in conductance could have effects on core dynamics that might explain (Runcorn, 1992; Aurnou et al., 1996) the proposed existence of preferred geomagnetic reversal paths (Clement, 1991; Laj et al., 1991; Costin and Buffett, 2004) . While this mechanism alone may be too weak to explain all the data (Brito et al., 1999) , it is not the sole candidate because heat flux and/or CMB topography variations could have similar influences upon preferred reversal paths (e.g., Gubbins, 1998) , if such patterns actually exist and are not simply artifacts of uneven data sampling (e.g., Valet et al., 1992) .
To date, relatively little attention has been paid to the dynamical implications of ULVZ for mantle processes. Manga and Jeanloz (1996) considered the dynamical consequences of a high thermal conductivity layer arising from an increased abundance of metals in a variable thickness chemical boundary layer, and argued that it would help to stabilize the base of upwelling thermal plumes and increase lateral temperature variations in the lowermost mantle. However, the possibility of a large increase in thermal conductivity in ULVZ has been challenged by Poirier et al. (1998) , for reasons similar to those facing high electrical conductivity. Farnetani (1997) showed that a thin dense layer results in a reduced excess temperature in the axis of upwelling plumes, perhaps explaining why plume temperatures inferred from a variety of observations beneath hot spot swells are much lower than the expected temperature change across the D thermal boundary layer. Jellinek and Manga (2002) used laboratory convection experiments including a dense chemical layer to suggest that dense material helps to fix the location of upwelling plumes, which is a requirement for such plumes to exhibit "hot-spotlike" behavior at Earth's surface. Jellinek and Manga (2004) have shown that entrainment of a dense basal layer should imply a relationship between the chemistry and buoyancy flux of plumes, and argue that a layer composed of both mantle and core derived material is consistent with observations. Recently, Okamoto et al. (2005) considered the effects of partial melting upon seismic anisotropy arising from shape-preferred orientation in transient convection models; however, in their study partial melting was a purely passive process and was allowed to take place throughout D .
In this study, the dynamical effects associated with partial melting of ordinary mantle are considered in order to better understand the consequences of such a process occurring in the lowermost mantle, and to evaluate to what extent such a process might contribute to ULVZ-related seismic structure. Regional-scale numerical models of mantle convection are used which allow the details of the lowermost mantle to be adequately resolved. It will be shown that only a dense partially molten region appears to be compatible with observations. However, due to the long timescales involved, we find that allowing any degree of melt percolation in ULVZ under these conditions leads to excessive accumulation of silicate melt at the CMB. Thus we argue that ULVZ are likely not formed by simple melting of ordinary mantle at the present time.
Numerical model
The setting for the models considered here is the lowermost 500 km of the mantle, in which a cold downwelling "slab" introduced from above produces and interacts with a thermal boundary layer above an impenetrable isothermal outer core. The flow is driven entirely by buoyancy forces arising from temperature and partial melt fraction variations. This allows the characteristics of the flow to arise in a self-consistent manner with a minimum number of imposed restrictions. The top of the domain is permeable to flow, which allows the imposed "slab" to freely enter the domain while at the same time permitting upwelling material to escape from the top. In contrast to other kinds of models, such as the consideration of the inherently transient growth and subsequent instability of a thermal boundary layer, this approach allows quasi-steady solutions to be obtained that better represent the characteristics of well-developed convection.
Governing equations
The code STAG3D (Tackley, 1996) is used to solve the equations expressing conservation of mass, momentum, energy, and melt fraction:
∂T ∂t
where ∇ is the gradient vector, v the bulk velocity (average of effective melt v m and solid v s velocities), μ the viscosity, p the dynamic pressure, T the temperature, φ the volume fraction of melt, t the time, L the latent heat of melting, andṀ is the rate of melting. The equations have been non-dimensionalized relative to a density ρ 0 , length scale D, time scale D 2 /κ (κ is the thermal diffusivity), temperature scale T , and viscosity μ 0 , and both the Boussinesq and infinite Prandtl number approximations are assumed. Ra and Rm are defined as
where g is the gravitational acceleration and α is the thermal expansivity. It will also be useful to define a non-dimensional buoyancy number:
which describes the (negative) buoyancy of partially molten material at the maximum melt fraction φ max relative to thermal buoyancy. For simplicity, the Darcy velocity, u, is modeled as,
where the parameter Mr is defined by,
where μ m is the melt viscosity, and k 0 is a reference Darcy permeability. Mr is inversely proportional to the rate of percolation, and is termed a "melt retention number." This simple description of percolation assumes that the Darcy permeability is given by k = k 0 φ 2 , which is only valid for small melt fractions. However, this assumption will not affect the basic results, which will be seen to be independent of the form of the Darcy velocity so long as it increases with melt fraction. The viscosity is taken to be Newtonian and temperature dependent, and follows a thermally activated Arrhenius relationship of the form:
where E a is a non-dimensional activation energy (normalized by the gas constant R and T ), T 0 the non-dimensionalized absolute temperature at the model temperature T = 0, and T ref is the non-dimensional reference temperature for which μ = 1, which is chosen to be T 0 = 1/2. For the activation energy, a dimensional value of 336 kJ/mol is used, appropriate for diffusion creep of silicate perovskite (Yamazaki and Karato, 2001) . For the adopted dimensional parameter values T 0 = T = 2000 K used in this study, Eq. (10) yields a total viscosity variation of 2.4 × 10 4 . The governing equations are solved in a twodimensional domain of aspect-ratio 4. The grid density utilized in the model is 64 cells in the vertical direction and 256 cells in the horizontal direction. Grid refinement is also implemented so that the vertical resolution is increased by a factor of 2 at the base of the model domain. For a domain height of 500 km, this gives a vertical resolution of about 4 km at the core-mantle boundary.
Melting model
A simple melting model is employed with a solidus temperature T s that does not vary with pressure. The pressure dependence of the real mantle solidus is not well-constrained at the relevant pressures, though it is probably small over length scales of 5-40 km. The extent of melting is tracked using a "fertility" c, which measures the fraction of melt that can be extracted from the solid. The fertility is a property of the solid, and obeys the conservation equation:
When melt is present, the temperature and fertility are confined to a linear melting trajectory:
where c 0 is the initial value of c and T m is the temperature in the presence of melt. The value c 0 is also equivalent to the maximum fraction of melt that can be produced at the CMB temperature T c . Melting or freezing takes places whenever the temperature T departs from T m , yielding an excess energy e = T − T m . The conservation of energy then requires that:
and from Eq. (12),
Boundary conditions
The side boundaries of the model domain are enforced to be periodic, and the bottom is isothermal and free-slip. The top is insulating and permeable; however, a Gaussian temperature anomaly having a half-width of 50 km is imposed at the top of the domain. Instead of specifying the temperature directly, the coldest portion of the anomaly is taken to be T = 0 and the temperature of the CMB is T = 1, so that the relevant T in our non-dimensionalization is the difference in temperature between the CMB and the slab. In order to mimic the random nature of downwellings in the lowermost mantle and introduce extra time dependence in the system, the location of the imposed "slab" is made to perform a random walk with a small move δx in the positive or negative x-direction of equal likelihood at each time step. Permeability of the upper boundary is implemented in a manner similar to previous studies using the code STAG3D, such as the introduction of an upwelling thermal plume from the bottom of the model domain (Moore et al., 1998) . Permeability is enforced by setting the nonisostatic part part of the model pressure to zero along the upper boundary, and requiring that the vertical gradient in each velocity component vanishes. The upper boundary condition for the fertility is set to c 0 , which causes material entering the domain (i.e., downwellings) to be capable of producing the maximum degree of melt. This boundary condition has no effect on upwelling material leaving the top of the domain. Table 1 lists the parameter values used in this study. The reference viscosity, thermal diffusivity, thermal expansivity, and other quantities involved in the thermal Rayleigh number were taken to be fixed for most of the cases presented here. While we have explored variations in the Rayleigh number, the basic findings of the models do not change in significant ways. We have also found that modest variations in viscosity with respect to melt fraction do not change the basic structure of the solutions, particularly when the layer is thin enough to be comparable to ULVZ, thus in the present paper only temperature variations affect viscosity. In combination with the randomly moving slab, the reference value of Ra = 1.375 × 10 5 is large enough to induce time-dependent convection. The effective volume averaged Rayleigh number was typically about 3 × 10 4 in the model runs. The melt buoyancy parameter B was varied from −1 to 3, which when combined with the other parameters yields a ULVZ density variation ranging from −110 to 330 kg/m 3 (or −2% to 6% relative to unmelted mantle). The use of this range of values for B was guided by exploratory modeling over a larger range of buoyancy numbers. Fig. 4 shows the variation in the types of partially molten structures produced for a range of B and T s when no melt percolation occurs (i.e. Mr = ∞). In these cases, φ is simply correlated with T − T s ; however, the buoyancy of the partially molten mixture and the solidus temperature influence the overall shape of partially molten regions at the base of upwelling plumes. Thicker partially molten structures are favored by a smaller value of T s and/or B. The buoyancy number controls the aspect ratio of the thick partial melt zone that accumulates at the base of upwelling thermal plumes, with larger values of B inducing a wider base, and neutral or buoyant melt (i.e. for B = 0, −1) producing very narrow concentrations of melt primarily as tendrils within plume axes. Neutral or less dense melt produces structures having an aspect ratio less than unity, while a dense melt can be significantly wider than it is tall. The thickness of the partially molten zone is very thin away from upwelling thermal plumes regardless of melt buoyancy, and is thinnest beneath the downwelling "slab." Fig. 5 shows how the time average of the maximum thickness of the partially molten layer depends upon T s and B. Only higher values of T s and B yield thicknesses which fall in a plausible ULVZ-like range of 50 km or less. The melt retention number Mr was varied by more than eight orders of magnitude to assess the consequences of melt percolation. For cases with B < 0 (buoyant melting), the partial melt was found to separate from the base of the model domain, and either rises upward and freezes or entirely leaves the top of the domain. Fig. 6 shows the effects of finite melt percolation for a case where the melt is dense. A dense melt drains downward and accumulates at the bottom to form a 100% melt layer. Fig. 7 shows the range of parame- Fig. 5 . Plot of the average maximum height of partial melt above the bottom of the domain (in km) as a function of the non-dimensional solidus temperature for buoyancy number values of B = −1 (diamonds), B = 0 (squares), B = 1 (triangles), B = 2 (crosses), and B = 3 (circles) when there is no melt percolation. The theoretical value of zero melt height for a solidus temperature of unity is also plotted. Fig. 6 . A typical result for a case with a significant degree of percolation, for which the melt rapidly drains into a 100% melted layer at the base of the domain. Fig. 7 . The distribution of cases where a 100% melt layer develops (crosses) as a function of B and Mr for a value of T s = 0.8 with cases that do not develop such a layer also shown (circles). Similar behavior is found for any value of T s . The high values of Mr required to suppress this drainage suggest that any significant degree of dense melt percolation will give rise to a 100% melt layer. The curved line shows the predicted behavior of this system if a time scale for percolative drainage of melt is what fundamentally controls this process, and the region shaded in grey shows the expected range of values for Mr using typical ranges of physical parameters (see Section 4).
Results
ters over which a 100% melt layer accumulates. Only for zero melt buoyancy or for extremely large values of Mr can the development of a significant (i.e. > 10 km thick) 100% melt layer be avoided. For Mr > 10 7 , effective melt velocities are on the order of 10 −4 to 10 −3 , in which case there is essentially no melt percolation occurring on the time scale of the model runs. If these runs are allowed to continue, the thickness of the melt layer continues to grow since new "fertile" material is introduced from above and the melting temperature does not decrease with height. At some later time the layer reaches an equilibrium thickness; however, this result is not robust since the low viscosity expected of such a melt layer is not included in the present models.
Few significant systematic differences in heat flow and plume temperature have been found to arise in these kinds of models when partial melt is included (Hernlund, 2006) . This is especially true for cases that yield variations in melt thickness that are most compatible with seismic observations of ULVZ. Furthermore, since we shall argue in the next section that this particular model already presents serious problems for the notion that ULVZ can be formed by melting of ordinary mantle, we do not find it appropriate to explore a detailed analysis of its characteristics.
Discussion
The results presented above show that ULVZ could be explained as a thicker manifestation of a ubiquitous dense partial melt layer resulting from a core temperature that exceeds the mantle solidus. However, as we will argue below, the partially molten region must be more dense than its co-existing solids and additionally cannot be allowed to percolate through the pore spaces it occupies in the matrix. Both of these issues present problems for the hypothesis that partial melting of ordinary mantle can occur at the present time in Earth's core-mantle boundary region.
Density and shape of partially molten regions
The above modeling results show that the density of the partially molten region exerts a strong influence upon its morphology. In particular, partial melts that are neutral or less dense tend to form tall, narrow tendrils in the axes of upwelling plumes. This effect might be amplified even further if viscous heating were significant (Steinbach and Yuen, 1999) . The only reason this melt is not entirely swept up into the plumes, as a compositionally distinct less dense "blob" of material would do, is that it is able to freeze when the plume axis cools sufficiently at some finite distance above the core-mantle boundary. Dense melting, on the other hand, gives rise to structures with a wide base and smaller thickness.
It would be difficult to argue with any certainty that the axes of upwelling plumes do not contain tall, thin conduits of partial melt in the deeper mantle due to the fundamental resolution limitations of tele-seismic waves. However, the areal distribution of the thickness of lower density partial melt layers at the core-mantle boundary presents a problem because they are very thin everywhere except directly beneath upwelling plumes. As a consequence, these kinds of structures might also be difficult to detect at the core-mantle boundary for exactly the same reason that they would be difficult to detect in plume axes at shallower depths. This is because diffracted waves travelling along the core-mantle interface would not spend a significant amount of time in regions where partial melt is thick enough to result in anomalously late travel time arrivals. This type of distribution would also be difficult to reconcile with the observed regional depressions in seismic wave velocity that are often identified as "ULVZ." For these reasons, a partially melted region that is more dense than unmelted material appears to be more compatible with observations than scenarios where they are less dense, and in any case will be required to contribute significantly to the observed seismic heterogeneity at the base of the mantle.
The requirement that partially molten mantle must obtain a greater density than unmelted mantle to contribute to observed seismic heterogeneity might at first glance seem to be problematic from a material physics point of view. However, dense melting has been observed and rigorously studied in a variety of materials at high pressure (Liu and Bassett, 1986) , and has also been posited to occur in the lowermost upper mantle of Earth (Rigden et al., 1984; Agee and Walker, 1988, 1993; Ohtani et al., 1993; Suzuki et al., 1995; Agee, 1998; Ohtani and Maeda, 2001; Suzuki and Ohtani, 2003; Sakamaki et al., 2006) . There are two ways to induce dense partially molten regions: (1) by melting to a liquid with an intrinsically smaller molar volume, or (2) by preferentially partitioning elements with the greatest mass into the liquid phase and then concentrating the melt by percolation and subsequent segregation. The latter possibility runs into difficulties, however, if the degree of melt percolation (discussed further below) must be negligibly small to avoid excessive melt accumulation at the core-mantle boundary. This is because in the absence of percolation the melt does not segregate from the solid, and therefore robbing the latter of heavier elements leads to a complementary reduction in solid mass and hence no bulk (melt + solid) density change arises solely as a consequence of differential element partitioning. Therefore the first possibility, that the melt has an intrinsically smaller molar volume than the original solid material that produced it, is the only viable option if dense melting is required and there is no significant degree of melt percolation.
In the simplest case of congruent melting, where a solid melts to a liquid of identical composition, solid-liquid density crossovers usually occur at pressures just below a solid-solid-liquid triple phase junction, a phenomenon which is often attributed to the melt having partial atomic configurations similar to the higher pressure solid phase at pressures smaller than the solid-solid phase change would occur (Liu and Bassett, 1986) . This causes a characteristic depression in melting temperature near the triple point, which is shown schematically in Fig. 8 and is well understood thermodynamically in terms of the Clapeyron relation:
where in this context T m is the congruent melting temperature, P the pressure, and V m and S m are the respective volume and entropy changes upon melting. Thus a change in V m from positive to negative values associated with a density crossover is associated with a local maxima in the melting curve. S m must always be positive, since melt is the higher temperature phase. On the basis of shock wave experiments, Akins et al. (2004) argued for dense congruent melting of MgSiO 3 -perovskite at pressures of the D layer, with a density crossover occurring at slightly lower pressures (ca. 80 GPa). Given the probable volumetric importance of silicate perovskite in lower mantle mineral assemblages, this effect might account for a modest volume decrease (higher density) in a partially molten ULVZ. The recent discovery of a post-perovskite phase of MgSiO 3 (Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004; Tsuchiya et al., 2004) provides for an additional higher pressure solid phase that would facilitate the occurrence of a triple phase junction analogous to the scenario illustrated in Fig. 8 . However, the solid phase change itself might complicate the interpretation of the shock wave data used by Akins et al. (2004) . Recent ab initio calculations support the notion of a rapidly increasing Si-O coordination (from 4 to 6) in MgSiO 3 liquid with pressure under lower mantle conditions (Stixrude and Karki, 2005) ; however, they do not support the occurrence of V m < 0 at any pressures, which would be required to induce a dense partially molten region in the absence of percolation. Instead, Stixrude and Karki (2005) support the notion that the melt can only be more dense than the solid if it preferentially consumes heavier oxides (e.g., FeO), and as a consequence dense partially molten regions of the deep mantle can only arise after significant amounts of melt segregation has occurred. Fig. 9 illustrates the basic reason why the presence of any degree of melt percolation through the solid matrix leads to the growth of a 100% melt layer in the models. In order to avoid drainage by percolation, melt must Fig. 9 . Schematic illustration of the reason why any degree of melt percolation inevitably accumulates a 100% partially molten layer at the core-mantle boundary. The left plot shows how the partial melt profile (solid line) induced by temperature alone must typically increase with depth, while the right plot shows profiles of the bulk mantle upwelling velocity (dot-dashed line) and downward rate of melt percolation (dashed line). Because the upward bulk velocity must be zero at the CMB, there will always exist some region of height z r where a fraction of melt greater than φ r leads to a downward rate of percolation faster than the upwelling flow, v r . The melt in the layer beneath z r will drain to the CMB and form a silicate melt layer. be transported upward by the bulk mantle circulation at a rate equal to (or greater than) the downward melt velocity. However, the bulk upward velocity is necessarily zero at the core-mantle boundary. Partial melt, on the other hand, is correlated with temperature, which increases downward toward the core-mantle boundary, so that a finite degree of partial melt is maintained at the very bottom of the mantle. Thus there is inevitably some region below which the upward velocity is too small to overcome a finite rate of downward melt percolation. Because the dense melt travels toward the core-mantle boundary in a convergent flow, it accumulates into a melt layer which thickens over time. In detail, a compaction boundary layer of order 1 km might form above this mantle-derived melt; however, this effect is not resolved in the present models. According to conservation Eq. (4) with a Darcy velocity given by Eq. (8), the characteristic time scale for draining a layer melt is proportional to Mr/B. Requiring that the time scale be larger than some critical value then leads to a simple proportionality B ∝ Mr separating scenarios where melt is rapidly drained from those where partial melt is retained. This is plotted against the results in Fig. 7 , showing that the timescale for percolative draining is what fundamentally controls whether or not any partial melt is retained in the solids within the boundary layer. Also shown is a plausible guess for the plausible range of Mr using extreme values of melt viscosity (upper bound of 10 Pa s) and Darcy permeability (lower bound of 10 −11 m 2 ). Because these are poorly constrained parameters, the current estimates may be highly inaccurate; however, the error would need to compensate 4 orders of magnitude increase in Mr.
Absence of percolation?
Any restriction against significant rates of melt percolation presents an enigma for the possibility that ULVZ are a stable mixture of liquid and solid, regardless of whether or not it derives from partial melting of the mantle itself. On the one hand, this might be explained as the result of a lack of inter-connectedness of the melt phase in the matrix (i.e., the grain boundaries are not "wetted" by the melt). However, this would carry implications for seismically inferred ULVZ melt fractions, favoring higher estimates (i.e., 30%) in a poorly connected melt topology (Berryman, 2000) , which in turn also requires the effective "wetting fraction" of melt to be even higher. Another possibility is a high melt viscosity, although this is difficult to justify at the high temperatures of the CMB region. Physical and chemical interactions between ULVZ liquid and outer core liquid within the matrix might also play a role in preventing drainage of melt from the layer, or reactions in the liquid to form solid interstitial crystals that effectively "plug" the melt conduits (e.g., Rost et al., 2005) . However, until there is ample theoretical and experimental justification for these kinds of mechanisms, any attempt to explain a lack of melt percolation must be considered inherently ad hoc.
The other option is that there does exist some degree of melt percolation, and a thin silicate melt layer forms over time near the CMB via drainage from the overlying mantle. The two fluids at the CMB could also react or mix to form a layer with a density intermediate between the remaining outer core fluid and a mantle-derived melt. The resultant fluid mixture would necessarily have a lower density than deeper outer core fluid, and might be immiscible with it depending upon the abundance of other alloying elements. Based on analysis of multiple P4KP and PcP waveforms, Helffrich and Kaneshima (2004) argue that there is no large scale stratification in the outer core; however, they and Eaton and Kendall (2005) find that that a thin layer at the very top of the outer core (on the order to tens of km) might be consistent with observations, in agreement with earlier studies (e.g., Lay and Young, 1990) . However, a layer of silicate melt has never been suggested to be the cause of such a layer.
Outermost core layers have previously been posited, such as a "stratified ocean of the core" (Braginsky, 1999) , and has received attention because of its potential rela-tion to styles of chemical and thermal convection in the outer core. All of these studies considered this layer to be composed either of liquid having only a slightly different composition from the average core (enriched in light elements), or arising as a consequence of a hot layer that would form when a greater amount of heat is transported along the core adiabat than is taken up into the overlying mantle (e.g., Labrosse et al., 1997; Lister and Buffett, 1998) . However, recent estimates of CMB heat flow using post-perovskite phase relations in D (Hernlund et al., 2005; Lay et al., 2006; van der Hilst et al., 2007) are significantly greater than the conductive heat flow in the core, and thus a thermal stratification may be less likely. The presence of significant amounts of silicate melt would be expected to give rise to variations in seismic properties at the top of the core that may be too large to be supported by observations, so that substantial mixing of this material into the core would be required.
Alternatively, dense melt could drain downward and accumulate at some small distance above the CMB if there exists a thin layer of material with a density greater than the melt at the CMB. However, a melt-rich layer would still form due to its convergent flow, causing it to increase in thickness over time if it is fed by ongoing melting processes in the overlying mantle. Without large degrees of entrainment and re-freezing of this material back into the overlying mantle this scenario still presents problems for the hypothesis that ULVZ are produced by partial melting of ordinary mantle. Instead, a limited supply of fertile material, and hence melt, might be required in order that such a layer remains reasonably thin.
Another important consequence of percolation is that it can give rise to chemical segregation and an accompanying geochemical signature. Without percolation, there will be no geochemical signal induced by melting in the deep mantle, because material ascending upward (where it could be probed) would simply freeze and presumably re-equilibrate to form an assemblage identical to that which it possessed prior to melting. Segregation, or the lack thereof, might also carry dynamical implications because changes in chemistry in the residual solid material following melt extraction could give rise to solid density variations that would in turn influence the buoyant flow regime in the deep mantle.
Summary and conclusion
The models performed in this study demonstrate that ULVZ might be a thicker manifestation of an otherwise very thin and dense partial melt layer at the CMB which arises due to a solidus that is lower than the outermost core temperature by about 100-200 K. However, an apparent paradox arises because on the one hand, partially molten layers produce ULVZ-like structures only when they are dense, yet the expected downward percolation of a dense melt leads to drainage and melt accumulation that might be difficult to reconcile with observations of Earth at the present time.
It must be emphasized that this study only considered the consequences of partial melting of ordinary mantle material, and many other complex scenarios can be envisioned. A further promising direction would be to consider the slow crystallization of a primordial dense residual portion of the magma ocean over time as suggested by Stixrude and Karki (2005) , in which case the problem is one of freezing and fractionating a layer of melt instead of producing melt from the mantle itself. Clearly, other alternatives also exist, such as the possibility that ULVZ are not actually a mixture of liquid and solid.
